
Immutable principles
Principios inmutables



In the last training we spoke about things that 
must be adapted to the circumstances and to 
the natural changes on time due to crisis or new 
technologies.
We analyzed the differences between the old 
and the new school in Real Estate  





Today we will review 

Principles that are unchangeable

Orison Swett Marden, quote:
“"The world is always asking for men who are not for sale; men who are honest, 
sound from centre to circumference, true to the heart’s core; men who will condemn 
wrong in friend or foe, in themselves as well as others; men whose consciences are as 
steady as the needle to the pole; men who will stand for the right if the heavens 
totter and the earth reels; men who can tell the truth, and look the world and the 
devil right in the eye; men that neither brag or run; men that neither flag nor flinch; 
men who have courage of everlasting life runs still, deep and strong; *men who will 
not fail, not be discouraged; men who know their message and tell it; men who know 
their own business; men who will not lie."





Do the right thing and be thankful

It is said of an emperor who on his walks through the capital of his 
kingdom and its surroundings, was usually accompanied by his 
treasurer to reward the virtuous actions he witnessed. -What are 
you doing, good man? He told an old man that he was planting 
trees. -I’m planting walnut trees, Mr. King! -And for what reason do 
you sow walnuts whose fruit you will not be able to eat? -To pay my 
debt to those who sowed those trees whose fruit I enjoyed in my 
youth. The king declared him worthy of the prize.

1- Have a purpose



When we arrived at this world, we came without gold chains or 
clothes and the first thing we found was that the air for us to 
breeze is free. We must be thankful.
When we turn on a switch and lights go on, we take it for granted 
but Edison and his team of researchers in Edison's laboratory in 
Menlo Park, N.J., tested more than 3,000 designs 
for bulbs between 1878 and 1880 two years of hard work. We 
must be thankful. 
What are we going to leave to the future generations?



Our purpose in Josly Realty is “Helping 
people achieve the American Dream”
To get their own home, their own business 
the financial independence through 
investment in real estate.



“Love what you do , and money Will Follow” 
Steve Jobs

Quien se pierde en su pasion ha perdido
menos que el que pierde la pasion!!!

I LOVE REAL ESTATE

2- Follow your passion



Follow Your Passion, an example: 

Steve Jobs
One of the most successful companies in the world is Apple. Apple's 
founder and most notable leader was Steve Jobs. In an article titled, "The 
Seven Success Principles of Steve Jobs," writer Carmine Gallo outlines 
seven factors responsible for Jobs' success. The article is based on 
interviews with Apple employees and Steve Jobs himself. The 
first principle? "Do what you love."
Steve Jobs believed in the power of passion and once said, "People with 
passion can change the world for the better." Jobs claimed that the passion 
he had for his work made all the difference.



Why Passion Is So Important
If enthusiasm and passion are present, people tend to be more 
resilient when they encounter obstacles. People who are passionate 
about what they do, rather than just "in it for the money," tend to 
be people who have more positive outlooks and able to overcome 
difficulty, through problem-solving.



3- Pursue excellence

A-The best Realtor has a plan 
B-The best Realtor gets the tools
C-The best Realtor Knows the market 

Pursue excellence and success will follow 



A- The best Realtor has a business plan
- How much I want to earn in one year?
- How many hours I want to work a day?
- How many properties I must sell to 

accomplish this goal?



B- The best Realtor Knows the general and specific 
real estate market

GENERAL knowledge
- How is the real estate market today?
- Are we in the sellers or buyers' market ?
- Is this a good time to buy or to sell ?
- What is the relationship between the stock 

market and the real estate market?
- What is the relationship between the financial 

and the real estate market?



SPECIFIC knowledge
- How is the real estate market in Miami?
- Is the market for condos or Townhouses better than single ?
- Is this a good time to buy or to sell in Kendall ?
- How many people are there in Doral?
- What is the problem with reserves or ration of ownership in 

condos in dade county?
- What does a  flagged financial condo mean?



C- The best Realtor Gets the tools

-MLS
-Supra
-E-sign
-For sale signs
-Business cards
-CRM



CONCLUSION: 3 Immutable principles in your career

1- Have a purpose 
Be thankful

2- Follow your passion
Do what you love

3- Pursue excellence
Be the best
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